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Dear Mr. Jackson,
 
I am writing concerning your Nursing Assistant position at ResumesBot. I am a committed
and humane person who endeavors to give the best care I can to patients. I'm energized
by the possibility of working for an exceptionally perceived long haul care office like
ResumesBot, and I accept that my patient consideration aptitudes make me a
characteristic fit for this position. 
 
In spite of being an ongoing alumni of the Nursing Assistant program, I have experience
working with patients in the limit of Patient Care and Nursing Assistant. Before joining up
with the Nursing Assistant program, I worked at ABC for a long time, which enabled me to
pick up learning, aptitudes and comprehension of the requirements of patients. I passed
the Nursing Assistant competency test to win the Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA)
certification. 
 
I have experience performing Nursing Assistant obligations, including sustaining,
prepping and washing patients while helping them with their other essential consideration
needs. I help the attendants with their every day obligations when required. My sympathy
for patients, alongside my capacity to discuss well with them, has constantly made me a
benefit in the work environment. I feel that my patient-driven methodology, CNA aptitudes
and want to adapt new jobs will likewise make me an advantage for ResumesBot. 
 
Much obliged to you ahead of time for your time and thought. I anticipate meeting and
talking with you so I can get familiar with the position and ResumesBot. I accept that up
close and personal gatherings can be gainful to the two gatherings. On the off chance that
you have any inquiries, it would be ideal if you don't hesitate to get in touch with me
whenever the timing is ideal.
 
Thank you for your time and consideration!
 
Sincerely,
Kevin Bacon

Kevin Bacon
Nursing Assistant
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